The minutes of the dissertation defence

Student: Sophie Ireland
Date of Birth: 28. 7. 1985
Student’s ID number: .........
Study Programme: Philology
Branch of Study: Romance literatures

Habilitation Title: ""
Language of the Dissertation: French
Language of the Defence: French
Supervisor: doc. PhDr. Aleš Pohorský, CSc.
prof. Myriam Boucharenc
Opponents: prof. PhDr. Petr Kyloušek, CSc.
prof. François Berquin

Date of Defence: 23. 9. 2016
Place of Defence: Paris
Chair of the Board: doc. PhDr. Aleš Pohorský, CSc.
Members of the Board: doc. PhDr. Aleš Pohorský, CSc.
prof. Myriam Boucharenc
doc. PhDr. Eva Voldřichová - Beránková, Ph.D.
prof. Claude Leroy
prof. PhDr. Petr Kyloušek, CSc.
prof. François Berquin

Persons present: According to the attendance list

14:00 The chair of the board doc. PhDr. Aleš Pohorský, CSc. started the defence, introduced himself, members of the board present and opponents present. Then he introduced the student to the persons present.

14:30 The supervisor introduced briefly to the persons present her evaluation of the student’s study and dissertation, given in his/her written report.

15:00 The second supervisor introduced briefly to the persons present his evaluation of the student’s study and dissertation, given in his/her written report.
15h30 The student presented the propositions of her dissertation to the persons present. She said in particular: (briefly capture the contents of his speech).

16h00 The opponent prof. PhDr. Petr Kyloušek, CSc. presented the main points of his report and the conclusion, stating that he recommends the submitted dissertation for defence.

16h30 The opponent prof. François Berquin presented the main points of his report and the conclusion, stating that he recommends the submitted dissertation for defence.

17:00 The student reacted to the supervisor’s comment and thanks for all the recommendations.

17h15 The student reacted to the opponents’ comments and their questions and thanks for all the recommendations.

17h30 The chair of the board opened the discussion.

18h00 The chair of the board ended the defence itself and the board initiated a private meeting on classification of the dissertation defence.

The chair of the board announced to the student and persons present the result of the defence: The board voted (by raising hands) number of the members of the board 6 – number of the members of the board present 6 – positive votes 6, negative votes none. The dissertation defence was classified pass.

Recorder: name

Name and signature of the chair of the board:

Name and signature of another member of the board: